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“The greatest glory of a building is not in its stones, not in its gold. Its 
glory is its age, and in that deep sense of voicefulness, of mysterious 

sympathy… which we feel in walls that have long been washed 
by the passing waves of humanity.”

John Ruskin
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Crafted stones, clashing patterns, wrecked tiles, worn wood 
pieces, antiquated windows, and shutters et cetera. Traces talk 
about the importance and the wealth of the concept of memory; 
to be open to various possibilities, potentialities, and poetics to 
move between past, present, and future. The existing is the prod-
uct of complex action, like a developing body, like an organism 
in metamorphosis through time (Marone, 2004). From this deep 
dimension of time into the spatial dimension, discovering the 
ruinous state of the existing lines and concepts make the archi-
tecture forward and participant, with its unfinished character to 
its future meaning, the new reality, and the theme of architec-
tural restoration. As also, the author Italo Calvino depicts the 
obvious ageing of materials, the scratches, the decoloring of the 
matter. Some of them disappear over time, while the rest create 
the textured character of the building.  
 
In seek of an artist’s residency in Menet in, a small village where 
Euroculture was born, the former La Poste building is founded 
where the poeticism has remained. The architecture is one of the 
splendid examples of a reflection of the local stone craftsman-
ship from the 18th century, which is one of the most import-
ant features of its region. The poetry has remained abandoned 
after the French Post left. It had spent so many years waiting 
in silence… like waiting that years later a new breath would 
give its life again. A new breath that would make it understand, 
preserve, and transform into a new life. The thesis story dreams 
to be a voice to that poetry with its new architectural program. 
A program that welcomes artists from all around the world with 
numerous cultural activities along the year, in addition to social 
projects and artistic residencies in the stage of La Poste’s 
historical traces, and the depth atmosphere of its architectural 
scenography.

ABSTRACT

“Visiting and interpreting the traces of 
our past and present, invariably with 
fresh eyes, to discover hitherto hidden 
potentialities for the future, as one 
recovers coral from the bottom of the 
ocean or extracts pearls out of ordinary 
looking mollusks.”
  
A. Pérez-Gomez 
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Pietre lavorate, motivi che si scontrano, piastrelle rovinate, pezzi 
di legno consumati, finestre antiquate e persiane ecc. Le tracce 
parlano dell’importanza e della ricchezza del concetto di memo-
ria; essere aperti a varie possibilità, potenzialità e poetiche per 
spostarsi tra passato, presente e futuro. L’esistente è il prodotto 
di un’azione complessa, come un corpo in via di sviluppo, come 
un organismo in metamorfosi nel tempo (Marone, 2004). Da 
questa dimensione profonda del tempo alla dimensione spaziale, 
la scoperta dello stato rovinoso delle linee e dei concetti esistenti 
rende l’architettura progressista e partecipe, con il suo carattere 
incompiuto, verso il suo significato futuro, alla nuova realtà e 
al tema del restauro architettonico. Come anche l’autore Italo 
Calvino raffigura l’evidente invecchiamento dei materiali, i graf-
fi, la decolorazione della materia. Alcuni di loro scompaiono nel 
tempo, mentre il resto crea il carattere ruvido dell’edificio.

Alla ricerca di una residenza d’artista a Menet in, un piccolo 
villaggio dove è nata Euroculture, l’ex edificio La Poste viene 
fondato lì dove è rimasta la poetica. L’architettura è uno degli 
splendidi esempi di un riflesso dell’artigianato locale della pietra 
del XVIII secolo, che è una delle caratteristiche più importan-
ti della sua regione. La poesia è rimasta abbandonata dopo la 
partenza della Posta francese. Aveva passato tanti anni ad as-
pettare in silenzio ... come ad aspettare che anni dopo un nuovo 
respiro gli avrebbe ridato vita. Un nuovo respiro che l’avrebbe 
fatto comprendere, preservare e trasformare in una nuova vita. 
Il racconto della tesi sogna di essere una voce a quella poesia 
con il suo nuovo programma architettonico. Un programma che 
accoglie artisti da tutto il mondo con numerose attività cultur-
ali durante l’anno, oltre a progetti sociali e residenze artistiche 
nel palcoscenico delle tracce storiche di La Poste, e l’atmosfera 
profonda della sua scenografia architettonica.

IT
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Des pierres travaillées, des motifs qui s’entrechoquent, des car-
reaux abîmés, des pièces de bois usées, des fenêtres et des volets 
désuets, etc.  Les empreintes laissées parlent de l’importance 
et de la richesse du concept de mémoire ; être ouvert à divers-
es possibilités, potentiels et poésies pour se déplacer entre le 
passé, le présent et le futur. L’existant est le produit d’une action 
complexe, comme un corps en développement, comme un organ-
isme en métamorphose à travers le temps (Marone, 2004). De 
cette dimension profonde du temps à la dimension spatiale, la 
découverte de l’état de ruine des lignes et des concepts existants 
fait avancer l’architecture et la fait participer, avec son caractère 
inachevé, à sa signification future, à la nouvelle réalité et au 
thème de la restauration architecturale. De même que l’auteur 
Italo Calvino qui dépeint le vieillissement évident des matéri-
aux, les rayures, la décoloration de la matière. Certaines d’entre 
elles disparaissent avec le temps, tandis que les autres créent le 
caractère texturé du bâtiment. 

En quête d’une résidence d’artiste à Menet, un petit village 
où est née l’Euroculture, le bâtiment de La Poste a été fondé 
là où la poésie est restée. L’architecture est l’un des exemples 
splendides d’un reflet de l’artisanat local de la pierre du 18ème 
siècle, qui est l’une des caractéristiques les plus importantes 
de sa région. La poésie est restée abandonnée après le départ 
de la poste française. Elle avait passé tant d’années à attendre 
en silence... comme si elle attendait que des années plus tard 
un nouveau souffle lui redonne vie. Un nouveau souffle qui lui 
ferait comprendre, préserver, et transformer en une nouvelle vie. 
L’histoire de la thèse rêve d’être la voix de cette poésie avec son 
nouveau programme architectural. Un programme qui accue-
ille des artistes du monde entier avec de nombreuses activités 
culturelles tout au long de l’année, ainsi que des projets sociaux, 
des résidences artistiques sur la scène historique de La Poste et 
de l’atmosphère profonde de sa scénographie architecturale.

FR
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EUROCULTURE IN PAYS GENTIANE 

Cultural association working 
in Pays Gentiane (Cantal) and well beyond...
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Euroculture En Pays Gentiane 
 
Founded in 2001 in Pays Gentiane, in the North of Cantal, “Eurocul-
ture en Pays Gentiane” is a 1901 law association and an entertainment 
company, holding 2 entertainment entrepreneur licenses. It was built 
thanks to the perseverance of a group of young volunteers from the 
Cantal region carrying a process of revitalization and cultural openness 
of the rural sectors of North Cantal and Auvergne. 

In 2005, the association became a professional live performance com-
pany allowing the development of more ambitious projects of creation 
and artistic education always on the basis of exchange, cultural open-
ness, education. Informal, volunteering in an area of intervention that 
has continued to expand. 

Since 2009, the association has strengthened its local and regional 
roots and is now deploying a strategy of sustainable socio-economic 
and cultural development , throughout the year based on solid skills, 
energies and ideas that are constantly renewed. Thanks to the involve-
ment of a team of permanent staff and volunteers, as well as a dense 
network, woven over the years at local, regional, European Union 
level and beyond. The association thus has the means necessary for the 
development of innovative and international projects centered on the 
North Cantal.

Laurent FESTAS - Artistic Director / Stage Director
Cécile BRUNETEAU - Administration / Production Manager
Jean-Baptiste FONTENIAUD - Technical Manager
Marie PARENT - Cultural Mission Manager / Communication

https://euroculture.wordpress.com/qui-sommes-nous/

PART I
THE ASSOCIATION

Abstract

www.euroculture.wordpress.com
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www.euroculture.wordpress.com

 

 
Since its foundation, the main goal is to offer a space for meeting, 
exchange, creation and openness in a rural setting with an exception-
al heritage. Exchanging, inventing, transmiting good practices and 
innovative tools in the fields of artistic, socio-cultural and non-formal 
education, in favor of the development of mixed and inclusive activities 
for all .

Over the years, hundreds of new participants have come together to 
enrich the Euroculture team from all over the world.

The Association now has several hundred members, an informal net-
work in nearly forty countries in Europe and the Mediterranean, the 
Caucasus and beyond, and has seen more than 1,800 young people and 
international artists participate in its projects.

The motivation and enthusiasm of the staff and volunteers are orga-
nized around Laurent Festas, project manager, director and initiator of 
many adventures ...

The Euroculture project is supported by the European Union, the 
Auvergne Regional Council, the Communities of Communes of Pays 
Gentiane, Pays du Murat, the SNCF Foundation, the commune of 
Riom-ès-Montagnes, Chalinargues, Condat, Saint -Nectaire.
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THE PROGRAM

that offers a space for meeting, exchange, creation,
and openness in a rural setting with an exceptional heritage...

THE PROGRAM
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PART II
THE PROGRAM

 
A Conversation with Laurent Festas 
Laurent FESTAS - Artistic Director / Stage Director 
 
 
Biographie 
 
Doctor in literature and human sciences from Paris 10 - Nanterre 
(Ph.D at Nanterre, Paris 10), Laurent Festas has been for some 
ten years the director of the Euroculture Company based in Au-
vergne-France. He takes on the production and stage direction of 
numerous musical performances and pocket operas ( King Arthur and 
The Fairy Queen by Purcell, Semele by Händel, Roméo et Juliette , 
musical show with tango music by Piazzola and Gardel, etc.). In 2009-
2010, he directed and coordinated the K. et la piste du Châteauproject 
based on the Kafka novel and to which was associated an original 
musical composition by Karol Beffa. That project was supported by the 
Culture 2007 - 2013 program of the European Commission; in partner-
ship with the Impossible Theater (Cluj / Rumania), the Gesture Work-
shop Association (Budapest / Hungary), the Music, dance & fine arts 
Academy (Plovdiv / Bulgaria). In 2011, in the same spirit and as head 
of the project, Laurent carries on with another challenging adventure 
with European and Mexican artists, the Equinox project, also support-
ed by the European Commission.

 
Structure of The Conversation 
Questions & Answers 
 
 
 
 
Besides understanding the association, the requirements and the 
constraints of the project were examined at different scales during the 
conversation with the manager of the association. The questions are 
asked to Laurent Festas under certain headings. The course of the con-
versation and the questions were conducted under four main headings 
that are related with organizational approaches, urban context and 
surrounding, form and aesthetics, and function, activity, and schedule.
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The building built to be a local post office more than a century ago fits very well with our project 
which is to open a rural area to international cultures, ideas and dynamics and to become a place of 
contribution to arts and cultures as well through meetings and cultural activities. It is going to be 
our modern network crossroads and an important regional cultural centre.

 

Urban Context & Surrounding Relations:
 
Q4: How the building should relate to the surroundings? What kind of criteria should be concern to 
respect of the rules of 12th century church which the building face with? 
 
A: The building is in the centre next to the church and the town hall. It is under the rules of the 
Batiment de France who define what can be done or not in terms of renovation. Also Menet 
received the label “petite cité de caractère” which goes with strict rules as well. These rules have to 
be checked and discussed with the architects in charge of analysing the demands.

 

Q5: How to relate the building’s relationship with its own street?
 
A: The street is the main street crossing the village and has several little squares around that have to 
be connected (especially because there are no gardens or lands with the building). Also just 200 
meters away on one side we have the old convent Saint-Joseph with a big kitchen and parc that can 
be used for the activities. On the other side all the little shops (bakery, 1 café, 1 restaurant, 
grocery).

Organizational Approach:
 
Q1: What are the main goals?
 
A: To create a multifunctional building dedicated to cultural and social activities, flexible enough 
also to receive groups, tourists and several types of workshops to cover the investments and the 
functioning costs.

 

 
Q2: Where do they see the organization headed with this project?
 
A: Our organization is active for more than 20 years and is well established running a cultural 
season for the local authorities, 2 festivals, Erasmus+ art program, art creations touring France and 
Europe. It is another tool for us to develop the cultural and social life in this area and to renovate a 
beautiful and historical building.
 

 
Q3: How does this architectural project fit into this broad picture? What is going to be the relation 
with the other project locations that are Condat, Riom, Saint-Nectaire and Clermont Ferrand?
 
A: It becomes a key local point from where we can receive partners and organize our work, it will 
involve in a synergetic approach many other cultural associations and will be run by an independent 
company West West World in charge of organizing the space and creating this open network access 
and philosophy.  

2.1. QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

“A multifunctional building dedicated to 
cultural and social activities”

“A cultural season for the local authori-
ties, 2 festivals, Erasmus+ art program, 
art creations touring France and Europe”

“The building built to be a local post of-
fice more than a century ago fits very well 
with our project which is to open a rural 
area to international cultures, ideas and 
dynamics”

“It is under the rules of the Batiment de 
France.... ‘petite cité de caractère’ which 
goes with strict rules as well”

“The street is the main street crossing 
the village and has several little squares 
around that have to be connected”
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Form & Aesthetic:
 
Q6: What should be the aesthetic and psychological impact of the design? 
 
A: there will be no outside changes (just the windows) as it is forbidden. The main work should be 
inside… from recycling, a bit of a vintage style keeping the historical elements such as post office 
equipments (phone box, stamp office, etc), also wooden floor, some papers on the wall, a bit like 
the bars and café in old buildings in Eastern Europe (?) but with modern equipments. Also flexibil-
ity of the spaces and rooms able to create different blocks to have sometime one full occupying it 
sometime it can look like 4 flats etc.
 
 

 

 
Q7: Do you think that pre-existing spatial organization is already enough, or possible interventions 
should be considered? 
 
A: Yes definetly the buiding is cut in two and the two parts should be linked to create one full space 
with circulation, it is possible for example to unify the two separate attics but others should be 
considered as well.

Function & Activity & Schedules:

Q10: What major functions will take place in the building? Are you thinking of some areas rather 
than only accommodation such as a space for experimentation of multi-media art, working space 
with equipment for specific artists, multi-purpose area, rehearsal room, meeting room, co-living, 
co-working area, office, and etc?
 
A: It cannot be a space to rehearse with a group etc. but yes office and meeting room fully 
equipped. Possible workshops/ateliers for painters, for musical lessons, a recording studio and 
video space, for confection of instruments, etc. co-working of course and other social uses such as a 
tea/coffee warm space, a library may be…

Q11: How many artists are to be accommodated? Are they going to be hosted at the same time? 
Or if there is what it will be the time schedule for different users to be accommodated in the build-
ing-related with the project season? What is needed at each time of the way to accommodate that 
flow?
 
A: We want to have as many as possible beds for some group session such as EU meetings for short 
visits (max two/three weeks) but also smaller appartments for migrants in needs during the winter 
to host several or families or whoever needs, so it should be comfortable and not too costly in terms 
of heating with possibly renewable energies and very good isolation with ecological materials.

Q12: In the situation that the building gets out of capacity, what it should be the course of action? 
And how we can think of this process as a part of the design? (like having a flexible design criteria, 
or proposing some additional camping areas etc.) 
 
A: Yes there are a lot of other places to camp and to rent in the village. Perhaps to have a good 
capacity for showering etc is key and also in the underground to think of additional equipment for 
these needs and also for cooking.

Q13: How might the building design enhance or impact occupant interactions?
 
A: This is key to have the most warm and interconnected space with different influences (historical 
and may be correspondences or touches with other world cultures, also we have a lot of objects that 
we collected that we would like to use there)

 
 

 
Q15: What types of changes are expected for various activities or functions? Do facilities need to 
change over a period of a few hours? A few days? A summer session? Or is an addition what is 
really needed?
 
A: Main activities shifts will be during the summer and/or holidays when we have groups and the 
rest of the time when we will host smaller groups of people…  
 
 
 

“From recycling, a bit of a vintage style 
keeping the historical elements such as 
post office equipments... flexibility of the 
spaces and rooms able to create different 
blocks to have sometime one full 
occupying”

“...to have as many as possible beds for 
some group session such as EU meetings 
for short visits”

“Perhaps to have a good capacity for 
showering etc is key and also in the 
underground”

“Warm and interconnected space with dif-
ferent influences like historical and may 
be correspondences or touches with other 
world cultures”

“Main activities shifts will be during the 
summer and/or holidays”

“Two parts should be linked to create one 
full space with circulation”

“It cannot be a space to rehearse with a 
group... Co-working of course and oth-
er social uses such as a tea/coffee warm 
space, a library...”
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Cantal

Saint Nectaire

MENET

Paris

Netherlands

Stop 2

Stop 1

Sculpture Symposium

Nuit Musicales Menet 

Public Performances, 
Workshops, and 

Exhibitions

10 international artists, 
and their guests / 10 
people the capacity of 

each workshop

Caravan Madame
Stop 1

Public Performances

50 to 60 group of people, and 
artists full of riders, hikers and 

horse bikers 

Public Performances, and Workshops

public performances / 10-15 people 
the capacity of each workshop

 Public Performances 

50 to 60 group of people, 
and artists full of riders, 
hikers and horse bikers 

Erasmus+ Program 

Job Shadowing

 Yoga Sessions, Discussions, Workshops, and 
Public Performances

60 international group of people / 5-7 people 
from each country / 15-18 people the capacity 

of each workshop / public performances

12 professional 
artists to make 

observation about 
the process

 Workshops, Rehearsals, and Public Performances

apprx. 10 artists, and their guests / 10-15 people the 
capacity of each workshop workshops / public 

performances  

 Workshops, Rehearsals, and Public Performances

2-3 workshop during the winter season / 10-15 
people the capacity of each workshop

Caravan Madame
Stop 2

Cultural Session

Art Creation Tour
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Erasmus+ Program Euroculture 
[June to September - max 60 artists] 

Erasmus+ Program is a program that created by group of friends who 
faced with the lack of occupations and cultural proposals. The project 
aims to offer a space for meeting, exchange, creation and openness in 
a rural setting with and exceptional and multi-disciplinary approach. 
Over the years, hundreds of new international artists come from 
different countries in Europe, Mediterranean and beyond to enrich the 
cultural diversity and exchange of knowledge to discover new cultural, 
artistic and social process.  

The program start with a discussion of the group leaders by country to 
represent their own team. It is very important to have from the begin-
ning to understand the potential of the teams and decide what kind 
of workshops will take place during the session. After the discussion, 
each team decides what they can exchange with the others and in the 
next meeting, the team leaders and the director decides how to make 
spatial organization for these different activities with its specific time 
slotting. Then, the program runs till the end of the session. These spe-
cific workshops can differ according to the session, mostly related with 
the artists profession, but they are mostly related with yoga, dance, mu-
sic, theater, and crafting. Through the end of the session, all of these 
workshops band together to create performance in Saint-Nectaire. For 
the performance, the groups require a space to rehearse either inside or 
outside. 

2.2. DESCRIPTION OF EVENTS

Erasmus+ Program Euroculture 
[June to September - max 60 artists] 

Erasmus+ Program is a program that created by group of friends who faced with the lack of occupa-
tions and cultural proposals. The project aims to offer a space for meeting, exchange, creation and 
openness in a rural setting with and exceptional and multi-disciplinary approach. Over the years, 
hundreds of new international artists come from different countries in Europe, Mediterranean and 
beyond to enrich the cultural diversity and exchange of knowledge to discover new cultural, artistic 
and social process.  

The program start with a discussion of the group leaders by country to represent their own team. 
It is very important to have from the beginning to understand the potential of the teams and decide 
what kind of workshops will take place during the session. After the discussion, each team decides 
what they can exchange with the others and in the next meeting, the team leaders and the director 
decides how to make spatial organization for these different activities with its specific time slotting. 
Then, the program runs till the end of the session. These specific workshops can differ according to 
the session, mostly related with the artists profession, but they are mostly related with yoga, dance, 
music, theater, and crafting. Through the end of the session, all of these workshops band together to 
create performance in Saint-Nectaire. For the performance, the groups require a space to rehearse 
either inside or outside. In terms of accommodation, the groups can differ from each other that 
sometimes they want to mix everybody in order to exchange more but some time or some countries 
want to stay in the same room together. The kitchen and dining room should be big enough to host 
them. Also, the service for bathroom should be enough for all of them.  

Art Creation Tour 
[September to May - each workshop 8-10 artists] 

Art Creation Tour is created on 2009, in response to ever-increasing demand for space by artists. 
All with the other program element and art companies, the tour wants to create artistic and cultural 
vibrancy through its multi-faceted approach to programming with ongoing commitment to support 
In terms of accommodation, the groups can differ from each other that sometimes they want to mix 
everybody in order to exchange more but some time or some countries want to stay in the same 
room together. The kitchen and dining room should be big enough to host them. Also, the service 
for bathroom should be enough for all of them.  

Quantitive Features: Artists mostly use the rehearsal room, and the garden sometime. It is import-
ant to think about the kitchen area and the dining room big enough to host them. As a design of 
the room, it depends because there are some artists who want to have their own place, for example 
some dancers are fine to stay together in the same room. So, maybe it would be nice to have a space 
big or flexible enough to transform them into each other.
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Nuits Musicales Menet 
[July 10th-15th - each workshop 10-15 artists]

Every summer, the festival gathers a lot of musicians, and all the music lovers to illuminate the 
heritage of the town in the night with the performances. Through the quality and diversity of the 
artists, they offer various art workshops, and exhibitions which enrich the animation during the 
summer period. The workshops are harmoniously distributed so that everyone can develop at their 
own pace. Each trainee follows a five-hour module during the week, which can be split into half 
hours. The workshop session ends with a public hearing of the participants in the different spots in 
the city, or in the church of Saint Pierre de Menet with 6 concerts.

Quantitive Features: The artists require only a place to rehearse. The performances happen in the 
different spots in Menet, or in the church of Saint Pierre de Menet.

Caravan Madame 
[July 10th-15th and August 10th-15th - 50-60 artists]

The Festival based on an approach favoring cultural exchanges, transmission, and promotion of 
diversity in the broad sense of the term. Humanist values shared by the festival team, artists, horse 
riders, biker, hikers, and associated partners while on the path named “A Route Madame”. 

Bringing them together from different countries on the path from south of France to Netherlands; 
weaving personal, and artistic relationships, which can lead to the development of forms of interna-
tional cultural cooperation. Also, the other most important value is the promotion of diversity in all 
its forms, in the choice of works and shows involving international artists, from multiple origins and 
artistic universes and influences.  

Quantitive Features: Every summer, a group of people starts to the path from south of France to 
arrive Netherlands, and every night they stop where they arrive to give a performance for the local 
people, and tourists. Menet is located in the middle of their path, and it can be use as “A Base” for 
them. The base can support them not maybe for lodging but for camping area, and also some other 
needs like food, services etc.

Sculpture Symposium 
[June 18th-24th - max 10-12 artists]
w/Association PIERRES de MENET 

The “Pierres de Menet” association, created to traditionally promote stone worked in this village of 
Auvergne for centuries, organized alongside the International Stone Sculpture Symposium, a meet-
ing of sculptors and tailors of stones, (amateurs and professionals of good level). 

Quantitive Features: Each participant chooses 2 days during this 
period. The association provide the blocks of trachyte (density 2.6 
-medium hard). Participants must bring their own tools, especially 
discs diamond. Travel expenses, food and accommodation are the 
responsibility of the sculptor. The working space will be provided by 
the association (it depends for the weather conditions but usually at 
outside). The aims of the workshop are knowledge of tools& raw ma-
terials; tuff, trachyte (stone and tools provided), learning -deepening of 
basic techniques, and gaining knowledge materialization. 
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2.3. ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING

LA POSTE

Co-Living Space
Co-Working Space
Open-Kitchen 
Bar
Lodging
Bathrooms
Services

THE BARN

Rehearsal Area
Classroom
Costume Room
Recording Room
Storage

THE GARDEN

Morning Exercises
Open Air Rehearsals
Open Air Cinema
Picnic
Camping Area
Performance Area
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www.euroculture.wordpress.com www.euroculture.wordpress.com
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CASE STUDY ANALYSIS
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PART III
CASE STUDY ANALYSIS

 
Collection 
 
   1. Sala Beckett 
   2. Can Lliro 
   3. Leipziger Baumwollspinnerei
   4. Ferme Garrelis 
  

1

2

3

4
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Bar on the corner of the Building open to the neighbourhood. Photo by Adrià Goula
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SALA BECKETT
BARCELONA - SPAIN

Location: Pere IV 228, Poble Nou, Barcelona 
 
Project by Flores y Prats
Project Area: 2.923 sqm 
Program  : Theatre and drama centre with two theatre spaces, three rehearsal rooms, classrooms 
for reading and writing texts, a bar opened to the neighbourhood, offices, changing rooms and 
technical facilities.

BACKGROUND 

During the sixties, in Poblenou there were few corners with more life than the Pau i Justícia coop-
erative. The basement of the building, erected in 1927, was abuzz with people entering and leav-
ing the consumer cooperative, the grocery store where workers found all kinds of products at a 
good price from drawers full of fruits and vegetables to hams hanging on the shelves. walls or tin 
cans that someone patiently stacked into gigantic pyramids. There was also space for a shoe store, 
brooms and crockery were sold and, of course, there was no shortage of bulk wines or the cooler 
for coca cola, as can be seen in these vintage images. The cooperative also had a bar with billiards 
and a theater, where popular classics such as La criada nueva or Déjame la mujer, Cisquet, were 
premiered, and the upper floor housed a chess club, a hiking group, a women’s group, a library 
and the school (where the sculptor Subirats, born next door) studied.

In that glorious time, the more than 1,250 members of the cooperative did not have enough with 
all this bustle and decided to make a promotion of flats: the Civit block , located in the place that 
would later become the Diagonal, is a good example of those promotions self-managed, which 
allowed housing 300 families in the neighborhood. In fact, the Pau i Justícia building had already 
been built with the effort of fifty members, who for months spent Sundays and holidays working as 
laborers, in an incomparable demonstration of the cooperative spirit of the time.
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A cultural space designed by Flores & Prats opens in Barcelona; it is 
characterized by extraordinary vivacity and a surprising relationship 
with history which tends to redefine the theme of architectural resto-
ration. Visiting the abandoned building of the old Cooperativa Paz y 
Justicia for the competition of the new Sala Beckett was like entering 
a time tunnel, taking us back to the moment where it was used as a 
meeting place, small theatre, public house and a place for gatherings 
and parties.
The building is located at the intersection of Carrer de Pere IV and 
Carrer de Batista, in the heart of Poblenou. The corner opening in the 
façade makes the activities carried out on the inside visible and ac-
cessible.  Most of the rooms located on the ground floor are used for 
public activities and this establishes a relationship of continuity with 
the urban fabric. Immediately after the entrance visitors come upon a 
welcoming, almost domestic setting. People can get a drink at the bar 
or sit in the restaurant while waiting for the performance to start, or 
they can sit on the benches or visit the box office to buy a ticket.  
Characterized by high spatial articulation and surprising vivacity, the 
ground floor also has rooms that are not accessible to the public, such 
as offices and changing rooms for the performers, connected to the 
main performance area by a peripheral corridor that allows them to 
enter the stage from different points and thereby to accommodate the 
various stage structures planned in this room for 200 people. Rehearsal 
rooms are located on the first floor along with another larger room, the 
former ballroom, which can be used both as a workshop and as a sec-
ond space for performances. Other rehearsal rooms and service areas 
are found on the second floor.

“The ruinous state in which we encountered was of interest, not because we 
wanted to restore it, but rather to take the ruin forward and make it a 
participant, with its unfinished character of superimposed periods, 
in a new reality that would continue to be updated on this foundation. 
(...) The challenge of the project is therefore to adapt the building to its new 
use without banishing its ghosts.”   

Flores & Prats

Old and new windows connecting the Bar with the Vestibule. Picture by Adrià Goula 

“A story about the continuity of a building which we first found in ruins 
and wanted to connect with its beginnings, a 1920s workers’ coop-
erative, the Cooperativa Paz y Justicia (Peace and Justice Cooperative) 
connecting this with the years of abandon prior to its subsequent conversion 
to the new Sala Beckett. All these episodes in the building’s history have 
been brought together such that the final building houses the cooperative, 
the derelict period and the new theatre programme.”   

Flores & Prats
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Tickets box at entry. / Changing room at ground floor. Photo by Adrià Goula

The design process included an in-depth study of the environmental 
characteristics, identified and developed through numerous drawings 
and detailed study models.
 
A large majority of the decoration was still preserved in its walls, roof 
and floors, which helped us to understand the different occupations 
that once took place; flooring in hydraulic mosaic, doors and carpen-
try in wood with coloured glass, frames and rosettes in the rooms... 
defined large spaces, unusual for Barcelona were it not for its location 
in a part of the city with an industrial past, where the majority of 
buildings are warehouses and factories. The dimension and structure of 
this cooperative were also that of an industrial warehouse, however it 
was the decoration which converted this space into one for festivities. 
Despite being abandoned, we found a building whose walls were still 
loaded with history and emotions that the project could therefore 
incorporate, recovering for the new Sala Beckett a building that was 
present in the collective social memory of this neighbourhood, thus 
maintaining its spirit, its vast collection of memories lodged in its 
spaces, so that it reintegrated naturally into its cultural dynamics and 
that the neighbours, many of whom had been members of the coopera-
tive, could recognise themselves in it. 
 
They also wanted to project into the future, turning all the signs 
and stratifications of time and the uses of the building into a device 
through which to give further meaning to the dramarelated research 
conducted by Sala Beckett. 
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Old and new windows connecting the Bar with the Vestibule. Picture by Adrià Goula 
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HIGHLIGHTS

1. Encountering the history of the cooperative with the new function of this cultural space for the-
atre and drama
2. Reuse as much as possible of the very architectural components that make up the old building. 
Adapting them to fulfill similar roles within a new, and finding the best reuse configuration 
3. Creating some spaces, openning, passages that invite glipmses for recalling some old urban 
Features
4. Creating some double-height spaces
5. Leaving the traces of changes are visible on the interior wall, and on the other elements
6. Keeping the different floor patterns where they arranged to be identity per space
7. Use-value principles for all the elements, and categorized the architectural elements according to 
their conditions; old, new, and renewed old

 

REFLECTION
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Former First Floor Plan

Former Ground Floor Plan
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Ground Floor Plan

Traces of Demolished Elements

Traces of New Interpretations

1    Foyer
2    Cafe
3    Workshop
4    Ramp
5    Sala Beckett Theatre
6    Storage
7    Dressing Room
8    Office
9    Sala Obrador Theatre
10  Terrace
11  Actor's Studio
12  Theory Classroom
13  Rehearsal Theatre

5m2m1m

LÉGENDE
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A

Section A with with interior textures

Double-Height Spaces

Traces of Demolished Elements

Traces of New Interpretations
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Main concert area of Can Lliro. Photo by José Hevia
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CAN LLIRO
MANACOR - SPAIN

Location: Poble Carrer d’En Joan Lliteras, 42, 07500 Manacor, Illes Balears 
 
Project by Aulets Arquitectes + Carles Oliver
Project Area: 250 sqm 
Program  : Transformation of a coffee place into a local institution and a concert hall for music 
groups, songwriters, and emerging artist who do not have a space to play.

BACKGROUND 

In Manacor, on the east side of Mallorca island, there is a great potential of music groups, songwrit-
ers and emerging artists who did not have a space to play. The Lliro family wanted to respond to 
this social need, and to transform the coffee they have run for more than 30 years, a local institu-
tion, into a concert hall. The adaptation to a coffee-concert implied modifying the acoustics and the 
renewal of the kitchen, bathrooms and facilities to the current regulations. The reform was carried 
out with the least amount of resources possible and with the aim of making possible that the clien-
tele feels at the usual Can Lliro, this is, feels like home. To preserve this essence, the family wanted 
to make visible the history of the place, bringing together the different stages of the place: at the 
beginning of the 20th century it was a house (Can Lliro means Lliro’s home). In the 50’s, a bread 
oven. From the 80’s, a bar, and now, in 2020, the coffee-concert. 

They followed the ‘Not to do’ procedure, so traces of walls, wooden and plaster remains from the 
old false ceilings, and old hydraulic floor tiles have been exposed. The old bar, the ‘macael’ marble 
tables, and black synthetic leather chairs and stools have been also preserved since they have been 
in service for 30 years. Also, the bread oven bricks and iron plates have been reused to build the 
new toilettes. The sandstone inner walls demolition has been done by hand-saw, and the pieces 
have been reused at the ground floor facade, in order to initiate a dialogue within the first-floor 
facade.
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In the current context of the climate crisis, the project investigates and 
demonstrates the capabilities to solve contemporary programs of local 
and ecological resources that constitute the material culture of the 
place.
The building materials’ selection to improve better acoustics has prior-
itized self-sufficiency, reduced energy consumption, and social sustain-
ability. In the island context, these quantifiable vectors coincide with 
the local landscape and the material culture: the stage ceiling has been 
insulated with dried Neptune-grass coming from nearby urban beaches, 
self-made by the Lliro family. Posidonia is a protected marine plant and 
appropriate permits have been requested.
The new interior acoustic walls are made of km0 bricks, produced by a 
local family workshop and cooked with biomass. Usually, these bricks 
are made in the shape of a trapezoid to facilitate the construction of 
arches. In this case, they have been placed upright, such as fish scales, 
in order to disrupt the flatness of the walls and to prevent the acoustic 
reverb.
If the product required by the program is not produced locally, the less 
polluting option has been chosen, such as FSC-label pine woodworks 
or ‘Eco-clay’ raw earth-boards from Zaragoza (Spain) to protect the 
previous iron roof structure from fire. The wide range of construction 
techniques claims the importance of the handwork of all the people 
who have been part of the progress. The value of the hand in the age of 
technology.
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Reflection of “not to do” strategy and exposing the existing materiality. Picture by José Hevia Creating new opening in between the concert area and main entrance area. Picture by José Hevia
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HIGHLIGHTS

1. Refurbishing 30 years old coffee place into a new home for the local singers and artists
2. Preserving the essence of the place and making the history as much as visible
3. Adapting the history and the existing resources into new functional program 
4. Having “not to do” strategy by not letting anything destroyed without a good reason
5. Using materials recovered from the construction process in the new interventions
6. Claiming the importance of the handwork by letting local artist to create for some required 
materials
7. Respecting the diversity of local materiality and trying to be precise by selecting the new 
materials for the architectural project
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Traces of New Interpretations
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LEIPZIGER BAUMWOLLSPINNEREI
LIEPZIG - GERMANY

View from the entrance
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Location: Spinnereistraße 7, 04179 Leipzig - Germany 
 
Project Area: 100.000 sqm 
Program: An industrial site in Leipzig, parts of this 10-hectare site 
in the district of Lindenau are used today by art galleries, 
studios and restaurants.

BACKGROUND

It all began with the vision of a few daring industrialists. In the 19th century, global demand for 
cotton had risen dramatically. Germany had traditionally imported its cotton thread (largely from 
England and Switzerland). It was the ideal time to be thinking about setting up one of the biggest 
spinning works in Europe. And the construction work went on. The first building to house workers 
was constructed in the Thüringer Strasse, followed by an administration building in the Alte Salz-
strasse. These developments were directed at sustainability as well as expansion. The Spinnerei was 
a modern place in every sense. The site had become like a city within a city, with homes, allotments, 
kindergartens and doctors. Outside the premises, but close by, shops and public houses sprang up.  
 
In the second decade of the 20th century, the global cotton market was shaped by intense interna-
tional competition. At the beginning of the war, with 2000 people working in the Spinnerei, the 
supply of raw cotton almost entirely collapsed. 
 
In the summer of 1946, the Spinnerei became a Volkseigener Betrieb (a publicly-owned company) 
belonging to the region of Saxony. Due to severe food shortages, it was a long time before produc-
tion could begin again. For its first post-war generation in particular, the Spinnerei was a formative, 
integrative and social place that was more than a workplace and source of wages – it was a 
socio-political institution. As well as work, social support and independence, it provided free time 
and cultural activities for all the family.
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From the early 1990s onwards, a completely new phase in the use of 
the site began under the leadership of Regina Lenk.The empty rooms 
were used for alternative projects – a summer academy was opened, 
the first few artists set up studios, and architecture firms, workshops 
and exhibition rooms gradually moved in. In 1998, a tango workshop 
began on the site and in 1999 the Leipziger Schauspielhaus created a 
temporary venue in the Spinnerei.

In 1992, about 100 years after the construction of Leipzig’s cotton 
mill, the gradual dismantling of the spinning facilities in the 6 ha 
Wilhelminian style industrial complex began. It was only a question 
of time until 70,000 square metres of active surface distributed in 23 
single buildings would become a victim to vacancy. Meanwhile about 
70% of the total area are rented out. However, some gentle renovation 
measures and works in the appurtenant structures will be finished step 
by step. 
 
1. Spinnerei Verwaltung 
2. She BAM! 
[Empowering women in the arts -hub & showroom - art consulting - 
Innovation in art industry - eco-responsible] 
3. Galerie Kleindienst 
4. Galerie Jochen Hempel 
5. Galerie Eigen + Art 
6. Reiter 
7. Lofft 
[contemporary dance, post-dramatic theather and performance art] 
9. Aspn  
10. The Grass is Greener Galerie + Intershop Interdisciplinaire 
12. Werkschau 
[a saddlery and needle setting workshop space] 
14. SpinLab Accelerator 
[business - entrepreneurs models + co-working offices] 
17. Luru Kino   
[art house cinema and visualisation] 
18. BSMNT + Thaler Originalgrafik + Lia   
[digital art-printmaking platform-non-profit residency program] 
20. Galerie Tobias Naehring + Josef Flipp Galerie + Galerie b2 +
Laden fuer Nicht + Spinnerei Archiv Massiv
23. Information 
24. Cafe Die Versorger

ARTIST & COMMUNITY PROGRAMMING LINE ELEMENTS 
 
Dance, Theater, Performance 
[A place for dance, a playground for the theater artist, vocal training, 
recording studio, and piano training with different organizaiton and 
associations]
 
Design, Trade, Production 
[Tent rental service; restaurant and church painting workhsop+restor-
ing and reconstructing historic paintings; architecture office, creative 
network office for architects, engineers, and designers, construction 
site management consultant; ceramic, porcelain, sculpture workshop; 
fashion design studio] 
 
Research, Innovation
[Business area that develops social researches, organize drivers and 
blockages of current and future models beyond the boundries of the 
industry; with their internal co-working offices] 
 
Commer, Service 
[Supplier for ecolgical building materials and interior design elements; 
whole sale for art supplier atelier; wine storage and trading]
 
Print Graphic, Text, Media 
[Publishing and printing office; studio for lithography; graphic designer 
office and print making workshop; illustration, book design studio with 
techinical editorial department; educational media projects, and web 
design]
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From different exhibition spaces and workshop areas. Source: https://www.spinnerei.de/ Source: https://liap.eu/index.php/en/

Acommodation, Leisure 
[Small studios, or apartments for rent; gastronomy; event space to rent; 
art-house cinema; exercising place for martials art, and meditation 
(seated and walking) [LIA +MEISTERZIMMER]
 

LIA [Liepzig International Art Programme] 
 
LIA is a non-profit residency programme that fosters artists inter-
nationally by providing them with spacious studios and cultural 
support, as well as opportunities to exhibit both locally and abroad. 
The programme links young artists with the regional and international 
art community associated with the Spinnerei, connecting them with 
galleries, collectors, museums and art institutions. At LIA, both open 
studios and interdisciplinary panels offer the opportunity for a wider 
audience to access the world of art and to experience the place where 
art is created. The LIA programme is also supported by the Depart-
ment for European and International Cooperation, Leipzig. LIA is 
Leipzig’s official art residency programme, and Leipzig’s Lord Mayor, 
Burkhard Jung, is our patron.
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Source: https://www.meisterzimmer.de/rooms.html 

Apartment #1  
116 sqm free space 
for 2-6 (max. 8) individuals 
/ families / friends 

Meistzimmer

Spinnerei

MEISTERZIMMER 
Accomodation [Artist residence + tourist individuals and families]
 
Set among studios, small workshops and attic apartments, the Meis-
terzimmer is a room to let. Like the whole site, this room has a cre-
atively incomplete charm. The former women’s’ washroom can be 
used as a kitchen, the factory trolleys are moveable beds, and a small 
workbench is on hand for fits of creativity. The view alone is well 
worth the climb. This sunny room is a good starting place for a ramble 
through the Spinnerei, which is sure to provide some new discoveries. 
 

Apartment #2
64 sqm on 2 levels 

for 1-4 individuals / 
families / small groups

Apartment #3
64 sqm

for 1-4 (max. 5) 
individuals / families / 

small groups

Apartment #4
42 sqm

for 1-2 (max. 3) 
individuals / 

small families

Source: https://www.meisterzimmer.de/rooms.html 
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Source: https://www.meisterzimmer.de/leipzig_spinnerei.html

HIGHLIGHTS

1. Activating entire warehouse for art-production, and the other alternative projects; offices, 
workshop areas, exhibition rooms, recording studios and performance spaces. Regional, and inter-
national cultural calls work with rented studios, and interdisciplinary panels
2. Tent rental for artists works with rest of the service areas, and rented out apartments for 
artist-residency 
3. Keeping the industrial soul in the restoration process, and the interior design
4. Using double-height spaces as an advantages for creating mezzanine places in the rooms for 
intimacy
5. Categorized rooms according to guests in the residency part like a playground, with their open 
and flexible interior design; moveable beds, working spots with benches for creativity; sustaining 
the old pieces to create some new and using the second hand furnitures
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FERME GARRELIS
ALLAS - FRANCE

Main entrance of the farmhouse. Photo by Daniele Rocco
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Location: 33124, Aillas - France 
 
 
Project by Atelier Boteko in 2016 
Project Area: 430 sqm 
Program  : a space for farmers’ storage and workshop in the old farm building.

CONTEXT 

The land includes two buildings: a farm and a tobacco dryer. Two cultivated fields be order a dirt 
road, known as Chemin de Garrelis, serving the two buildings. To the south and west, a large wood 
is located below the farm. A very marked slope characterizes the free land between the wood and 
the farm.

The structure of the farm meets the requirements of its builders. To the south, the kitchen and the 
living space for the family. In the center, the workspace and storage of agricultural equipment. To 
the north, the animals and the hay in the stable. 

The existing frame of the farm, a true functional architecture, will be preserved. The wings to the 
south represent the so-called winter dwelling which will open in spring and summer on the central 
part (current barn), semi-outdoor space, workplace, storage, preserved in the rough. These two 
entities are connected by a new passage built entirely in poplar wood. 
 
This project aims to maintain the essence of the farm and its functional features. The southern wing 
has been turned into the so-called winter house. During spring and summer time, the central area, 
previously occupied by the barn and the workshop, is designed to be used as a semi-exterior space 
for work and storage. 
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Center of the building that is used for workshop space. Photo by Daniele Rocco

RAW MATERIALITY 

The structure of the construction is left visible, the materials are 
revealed and shown in their raw state: the coffered concrete of the new 
openings, the poplar wood of the new frame, the concrete chainings re-
inforcing the walls, the briquettes and stone of the existing walls, lime 
plaster filling the imperfections of old walls. All the materials used for 
the construction are natural: the insulation of the frame and the walls 
are in wood wool, all the new partitions are made of wood. poplar, 
the new chimney is built with briquettes recovered on the site. 
 

A POOL 
 
The swimming pool refers to the image of a drinking trough, wide 
concrete ledges mark the contours of the basin and rise above ground 
level. The completely black bottom of the pool echoes the tar-coated 
facades of the old dryer. The dark pool becomes a real mirror in which 
the trees of the surrounding forest are reflected. 

A sober and contemporary aesthetic is sought in order to preserve 
and enhance the rural origin of the farm. The architectural approach 
consisted in revealing the intrinsic qualities of the existing building 
while adapting them to new uses; current domestic workers.
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Former situation of the farmhouse. Picture by Adrià Goula Raw materiality with the details of windows and roof construction. Photo by Daniele Rocco 
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HIGHLIGHTS
IDEAS

1    Living Room
2    Dining Room
3    Kitchen
4    Winter Room
5    Entrée
6    Atelier
7    Technique and Laundry Room
8    Bedroom on the ground floor 
north side
9    Summer Space

1

7

8

9

2

3 4 5 6

Isometric View & Lay-Out Organisation

Space Without Heating

1. Preserving the existing frame the farm in order to keep also the essence of it, and the most 
functional architectural features of the former structure
2. Designing the lay-out organization for the farmer’s need that is like the workshop space where is 
the center of the building, storage and the kitchen and a large living room for the family
3. Leaving the structure of the construction, and the material in their raw state, but using the lime 
plaster filling the imperfections of the walls
4. Using materials recovered from the land in preservation stages
5. Sustaining the continuity of energy by dividing the building into winter and summer wings 
according to the positioning of the building
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Ground Floor Plan

3m

First Floor Plan
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1    Living Room
2    Dining Room
3    Kitchen
4    Winter Room
5    Entrée
6    Atelier
7    Technique and Laundry Room
8    Bedroom on the ground floor 
north side
9    Summer Space

Space Without HeatingSummer SpaceWinter Space
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PART IV
THE DOCUMENTATION

Bretange

Hautes-de-France

Grand EstÎle-de-France

Centre Val de Loire
Bourgogne-Franche-Comté

Nouvelle Aquitaine

Occitaine

Provence-Alpes-Côte 
d'Azur

Corse

Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes
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Doubs
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Côte-d'Or

Saône-et-Loire

Aube

Haute-Marne
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Val-d'Oise

Yvelines
Paris

Seine-Et-Marne

Essonne
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Maine-et-Loire

Vendée

Loire-Atlantique

Indre-et-Loire

Eure-et-Loir

Loir-et-Cher

Loiret

Cher

Indre

Deux-Sèvres

Charente
Haute-Vienne

Creuse

Dordogne

Corrèze

Gironde

Landes

Pyrénées-Atlantiques

Hautes-Pyrénées

Gers

Ariege

Lozère

Hérault

Gard

Bouches-du-Rhône Var

Alpes-Maritimes

Haute-Corse

Corse-Du-Sud

Vaucluse
Alpes-de-Haute-Provence

Hautes-Alpes

Aude

Pyrénées-Orientales

Tarn

Lot

Aveyron

Haute-Garonne

Tarn-et-Garonne

Lot-et-Garonne

Vienne

Charente
-Maritime

Mayenne

Morbihan

Drôme

Isère

Haute-Savoie

Savoie

Ardèche

Haute-Loire

Puy-de-Dôme

Cantal

Rhône

Loire

Ain

Allier

It consists of 12 departments and one territorial collectivity*. Lyon is 
the chef-lieu of the region. This new region combines diverse geo-
graphical, sociological, economic, and cultural regions. While the old 
Rhône-Alpes and Auvergne regions each enjoyed a unity defined by 
axes of communication and the pull of their respective metropoles,the 
new combination is heterogeneous, and sustained lively opposition 
from some local officials after its creation.

France is divided into 18 administrative regions, of which 13 are lo-
cated in metropolitan France, while the other five are overseas regions. 
Most administrative regions also have the status of regional territorial 
collectivities, which comes with a local government, with departmental 
and communal collectivities below the region level. Auvergne-Rhône-
Alpes is a region in southeast-central France created by the territorial 
reform of French Regions. 

*Terrirorial Collectivity: A territorial collectivity is a chartered subdivision of France, with recognized governing authority. 
It is the generic name for any subdivision with an elective form of local government.
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Architecture 
Rural department of medium mountain, Cantal covers the whole of 
an old volcano presenting marked reliefs often snow-covered. The 
landscape of the department is marked by the monumentality of the 
mountain. The architectural heritage and the landscape are intimately 
linked, the grandiose landscape responds to a quality rural heritage 
associated with cities that have preserved their authenticity.  The 
presence of roofs and roofing materials give Cantal its identity. The 
Cantalien landscape offers the view of all the different strata of human 
occupation (Neolithic and Roman occupation, deserted villages, ditch 
sites, agro-pastoralism, etc.). The medieval heritage is still very present, 
churches and chapels, main towers, Romanesque houses still part of 
the living environment.  

Climate 
Cantal lies in the middle of France’s central plateau. The department 
range is a group of extinct and eroded volcanic peaks. The west is 
subject to oceanic winds which bring rains. The mountains of the 
Cantal and the Cézallier create a rain shadow: it rains and snows quite 
often. The Planèze of Saint-Flour and the region of Massiac receive 
less precipitation, owing to winds coming from the north and south. 
The plateaux of the Margeride and the Aubrac have harsh winters and 
pleasant summers.  Winter temperatures can fall to below −15 °C (5 
°F), whereas in summer 25 °C (77 °F) is often reached. Wind is usually 
not very strong, but the lightning flashes in this department are among 
the most spectacular in France.

Cantal is a department in the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region of France, 
with its prefecture in Aurillac. The area of Cantal was historically part 
of the southern, upper area of Auvergne (Haute-Auvergne). Cantal is 
one of the original 83 departments created during the French Revolu-
tion on 4 March 1790. Prior to the First World War, it comprised parts 
of the XIII. Army Corps military region and the Clermont-Ferrand 
educational division (académie).  
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In terms of location, Menet is a key point in between metropolitan 
cities that have unique and diversive culture. The region includes the 
Jazz Festival in Vienne, the Contemporary Art Biennale in Lyon, the 
International Design Biennial in Saint-Etienne, the Chaise-Dieu and 
Ambronay festivals, as well as the international short film and street 
theatre festivals in Clermont-Ferrand and Aurillac and the Nuits 
Sonores in Lyon. Thanks to the well-equipped transportation system 
around the village, it facilitates these connections.
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4.1. THE VILLAGE

Commune du Menet
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500m

Lac du Menet

Église Saint Pierre

Boulangerie Laure 
et Lilian Dumas 
(Bakery)

Chez Nath Et JP
(Restaurant)

L'épicerie de Seb
(General Store)

Ludo Bar
(Tobacco Shop)

New Styl
(Hair Dresser)

La Poste

Cimetière de Menet
(Cemetery)

1. Rue des Carriers
2. Rue due Commerce
3. Rue des Ecoles
4. Rue de l’Eglise
5. Rue du Lac
6. Chemin de Menoire
7. Rue de la Mercerie
8. Rue due Puech
9. Rue du Stade 
10. Place du Foirail
11. Place de la Musique
12. Quartier des Fraysses
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Menet offers its services that mairie, school,  municipal post agency, 
and shops (bakery, general food, bar-tobacco-newspaper, cafes, restau-
rant, hairdresser). There is also a small lake where is located at an 
altitude of about 700m. According to the terminology defined by 
INSEE and the zoning published in 2020, Menet is a rural municipali-
ty, because it does not belong to any urban unit. The village has 
noteworthy for its twelfth-century Romanesque Church of St.Pierre. 

A view from the first floor of La Poste building, facing with Église Saint Pierre.
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Lac du Menet
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Perspectives of today a pierre de Menet hardly participates in the new 
construction of houses and buildings. More than that each architecture 
sees another renovation process every year. The village supports its 
own authenticity with the label it has received in the past years that 
is “Petites Cités de Caractère*”. A pierre de Menet present this with a 
new local urban planning. The plan divide into four different zones and 
zones to more sub-areas. Each segment has their own unique definiton 
and regulation. 

1. Urban Zones
- UA, defining the areas of the old center with dense buildings, tight 
around the capital.
- UB, defining the extension zones of town planning comprising build-
ings of medium density.
- UC, defining the extension zones of town planning at hamlet level.    
- UE, defining areas for public and commercial equipment.

2. Zones to Urbanize
- AU, defining areas that are insufficiently equipped and without a 
specific vocation and where constructions will be authorized after 
modification 
- AUB, defining areas that are insufficiently equipped but where con-
struction is authorized as and when the equipment internal to the area 
is built. AUB zones are intended to become UB zones.

3. Agricultural Zones
- A, defining the areas to be protected because of the agronomic, bio-
logical, or economic potential of agricultural land.

4. Natural Zones
- N, defining the areas to be protected due either to the quality of the 
sites, natural environments, landscapes and their interest, in particular 
from an aesthetic, historical or ecological point of view, or the exis-
tence of an exploitation forest, or their natural character. 

 

*Petite Cité de Caractère: The concept of Petites Cités de Caractère was born in the mid-1970s to promote atypical municipali-
ties, both rural by their location, their limited population, and urban by their history and heritage. 
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The town has a variety of extraordinary volcanic rocks (trachyte, 
phonolite, Broc tuff) whose stones have been exploited since Antiquity 
for construction: the city has left its mark on an entire territory. Menet, 
whose radical “Men” means “Stone”, is also called “ Menet la Blanche” 
because of  the use of trachyte for the construction of opulent houses 
in the village.

In the heart of the city we find a dense and homogeneous habitat with 
opulent constructions, freestone on the facade, slate roofs topped with 
ridge decorations and embellished with roof windows adorned with 
carved stone frames. The city owes a lot to the beauty of its stone, but 
also to the quality of its masons and sculptors. 

Bourgeois residences around Menet’s church, these residences, gener-
ally from the beginning or from the 19th century, are built entirely in 
trachyte, from the floor slabs to the exterior chimneys. Several of these 
houses arranged around the square of the fountain cut out a harmoni-
ous whole although they differ in the shapes and colors of its facades. 
The roofs have stone ridges, sometimes adorned with a cross and balls. 
In two places pigeon-trees appear.  Likewise, around the church, from 
the presbytery to the convent and beyond, old or recent constructions 
offer magnificent freestone buildings, models of solidity and well-done 
work.

Farms and barns-stables spread from the end of the 18th century to 
the middle of the 20th century. The openings are always in freestone: 
stable doors with relief arch, entrance doors whose lintel often shows 
the date of construction, the name of the owner and/or some carved 
motifs.  Inside the farmhouses, the unique room has a fireplace, with 
a first niche for the candlesticks, and a second, vaulted, gaping mouth 
in which the ashes were kept. The “bacheyre”, also open and vault-
ed, sometimes has a container for storing the whey as well as a stone 
console incorporated into the wall for placing the containers, the whole 
being lit by a round or oval skylight. The whole - fireplace and bachey-
re rests on a stone paved floor, sometimes in cut trachyte.  
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4.2. THE SURVEY

4.2.1. Exterior
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The north-east facade of La Poste

LA POSTE
Patterns of Stonework with The Traces of The History

The exterior walls of the building is in local stone with cement based. The type of stone is one of the 
most charactheristic feature of the region for the builders and the artists that is called “tracyhte”. 

The north-est facade is divided into two different texture of the stonework. Cutted stones are 
replaced from the ground level till the end of the floor, and carved ones is from there till the end of 

the first floor. 

The former owner of the building and its family, who is also a builder of it, built more then one 
building with the same technique in the region and in the village of Menet. The building is one of 

the great example of the stonework from the village and the region. 

ARTISTS-IN RESIDENCE

Former Function of The Building

[45°17’44.64”N -  2°35’9.40”E] 15400 MENET / FR

Caisse Nationale D’epargne
LA POSTE
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Stonework Pattern

LA POSTE
Analysis of The Facade Elements

Former Function of The Building

[45°17’44.64”N -  2°35’9.40”E] 15400 MENET / FR

LA POSTE

Pierre de Sculpté de MenetPierre de Sculpté de Menet

Pierre de Taille de MenetPierre de Taille de Menet
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Sketches of The Facade and Elements
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Elevations of La Poste

North-East ElevationNorth-East Elevation
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Traces of The Materials on The Elevations

North-East ElevationNorth-East Elevation
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Elevation details of La Poste
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The north-east facade of La Poste

The barn is built on 1755 as it written above the door that you can reach from 
the north-west facade of the barn. It is an old cheese making barn with its huge garden located on 

the north-east side of it. The exterior walls built with the carved local volcanic stone from the region 
that is called “trachyte”.

THE BARN

ARTISTS-IN RESIDENCE

Former Function of The Building

[45°17’44.66”N -  2°35’8.74”E] 15400 MENET / FR

La Cave Aux Fromages
THE BARN

Analysis of The Facade Elements
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THE BARN
Analysis of The Stones

Pierre de Sculpté de MenetPierre de Sculpté de Menet

Former Function of The Building

[45°17’44.66”N -  2°35’8.74”E] 15400 MENET / FR

La Cave Aux Fromages
THE BARN
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Sketches of The Facade and Elements
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North-East ElevationNorth-East Elevation

Elevations of The Barn
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Traces of The Materials on The Elevations

North-East ElevationNorth-East Elevation
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Sentence?
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4.2. THE SURVEY

4.2.2. Interior
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With the agreement signed on 30 August 1929, the section of the building that is facing with 
north-west came under La Poste’s management while the other half remained home to the former 
owners of the building. The building is bordered to the north-west by the public square and 12th 
century Romanesque Church, to the south-west by the Rue de la Cure, to the south-east by the 
l’immeuble Verdier, and to the north-east by Rue de 1’ancienne poste. The main access to the 

building is through a door located to the left of the facade looking at the public square. There are 
two other rooms that you can reach from the south-west facade of the building. The building dwells 
7 rooms in the basement; 3 rooms and 2 kitchens on the ground floor; 5 rooms and 2 bathrooms on 

the first floor; 3 rooms on the rooftop floor.

LA POSTE
Existing Inventories of The Building

ARTISTS-IN RESIDENCE

Former Function of The Building

[45°17’44.64”N -  2°35’9.40”E] 15400 MENET / FR

Caisse Nationale D’epargne
LA POSTE

A moment from the day we signed the new contract with the former owner of La Poste. [28.11.2020]
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LÉGENDE

Living part where the former owner and its 
family lives.

160 sqm

240 sqm

Former Function of The Building

[45°17’44.64”N -  2°35’9.40”E] 15400 MENET / FR

LA POSTE

LA POSTE
Lay-Out Organisation of The Building

Office part where the former “La Poste” 
located.
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Scale  1/200
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The building is divided into two sections with no connection in between.
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A moment from the day we signed the new contract with the former owner of La Poste. [28.11.2020]
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Roof Top PlanFirst Floor Plan
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Roof Top PlanFirst Floor Plan
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CA0 CH8

CH9 CH12 CH11B3CH6CU1

CH2Entrée

Catalog of Rooms
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CU2 B1-B2 CH7

Rooms of Interest

CH4CH1-CH3E2
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Roof Top PlanFirst Floor Plan
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[ch] Chambre: Room  -  [ca] Cuisine: Kitchen  -  [ca] Cave: Underground Cellar  -  [b]  Bagno: Bathroom  -  [e]  Entrée: Entrance
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LA POSTE E2

LÉGENDE

Basement Lay-Out Organisation
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Main entrance of the section where you can access from the south-west.
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DETAILS
Staircase Unit

Former Function of The Building

Inventories of Existing Architecture

 [45°17'44.64"N -  2°35'9.40"E] 15400 MENET / FR
ARTISTS-IN RESIDENCE

Caisse Nationale D’epargne
LA POSTE
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Former Function of The Building

Inventories of Existing Architecture
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MATERIALS

Pavements

Beaten Earth Flooring
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LA POSTE CA1
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[ch] Chambre: Room  -  [ca] Cuisine: Kitchen  -  [ca] Cave: Underground Cellar  -  [b]  Bagno: Bathroom  -  [e]  Entrée: Entrance

Ground Floor PlanBasement Plan
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La Poste main office room with its counter desk where was accessible by the public. The room is located next to the main entrance facing with the north-west public square.

LA POSTE CH1-CH3

LÉGENDE

Ground Floor Lay-Out Organisation
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The main living room of the family section on the first floor.

LA POSTE CH4

LÉGENDE
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Pavements

Oak Parquet Flooring

Two Coats of Paint, Carpeted 
with Wallpaper
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[Brushed with a haux]

Oak Framing - PVC
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Walls

Doors and Windows
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Ceilings
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The kitchen on the side of the building where the former owner and its family lives. 

LA POSTE CU2
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LA POSTE CU2

Pavements

Ruined Beaten Earth Flooring

Partially Kitchen Tiles
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Toilette on the side of the building where the former family lives. It is used to be “à la turque” as it is written in the old contract from 1929. 
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LA POSTE B1-B2

Pavements

Tile Flooring

Plaster [mortar and brushed with a haux]
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Former Function of The Building

Inventories of Existing Architecture
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Former office room on the first floor of La Poste.
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LA POSTE CH7
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A room in the attic floor of the part where the former owner lives.
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LA POSTE CH12
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Huge holdalls titled “La Poste” found in the attic

Some traces, variety of materials, different elements and antique furnitures belonging to the former  
function and the history of the building. If the building is seen as a collage, each of these elements 

has their own particular importance layer upon layer. 
 

From the door handle to the leather bags carrying old mail in the attic...

LA POSTE
Existing Inventories of The Building

ARTISTS-IN RESIDENCE

Former Function of The Building

[45°17’44.64”N -  2°35’9.40”E] 15400 MENET / FR

Caisse Nationale D’epargne
LA POSTE
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Picture evidences of existing details and antique furnitures from La Poste
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Traces of events, and the memory of architecture 
with sustained heritage in a cultural place...

ARTISTS-IN RESIDENCE
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PART V
SITE ORGANIZATION
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      Circulation
      [500m]

The three architectural elements of the project that are La Poste, the 
barn, and the garden in the heart of the village, in a dense and homoge-
neous habitat with opulent constructions, generally from the beginning 
of the 19th century; farms and barn-stables spread from the end of the 
18th century to middle of the 20th century. In a precise location, La 
Poste is facing the twelfth-century Romanesque Church of St. Pierre, 
and the barn with a huge garden behind is just 500m in distance from 
La Poste. In architectural elements that are working together in harmo-
ny, La Poste is considered for the residency service for the artists from 
all around the world; the barn is designed for the realization of the 
necessary spaces for them to perform their activities for creation, and 
lastly the garden is explored for the creation of spaces for freedom, 
on the other hand, is thought like a host for series of events that local 
people can participate in to accommodate social experiments and 
relationships. 

For the courtesy of seeking to bring together, create and tell, show and 
share the untold stories for others…
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ARTISTS-IN RESIDENCE
BUILDING ORGANIZATION

The organization of the buildings is organized in accordance with the 
use of the program members by both hosted artists, local people and 
people who need the necessary uses. 

La Poste, which provides lodging for artists, became open to public 
use with the service of providing necessary services with co-working, 
co-living, meeting room, and bar with the ground floor, while the first 
floor and attic floor is completed with lodging use with different types 
of uses. The bathroom, which is designed on the basement floor, is also 
considered as a place that is available for use during public events, and 
for those who want to camp in the garden as a divine pleasure of the 
nature or in case of capacity increase. 

The barn is thought to be functioned in a completely controlled man-
ner, while the rehearsal room on the ground floor offers the artists the 
opportunity to rehearse, and on the one floor below, an area that can 
be used as a workshop area or classroom, which is also necessary for 
the series of events, is located. Lastly, with the recording studio on the 
same floor, the needs of musician artists and events, all the technical 
needs are supported.

The garden, on the other hand, can be responded to the open space 
requirement of the necessary program and activity uses and can be 
used both as a classroom, and performance area or even for yoga and 
warm-up gatherings to make a healthy start to the day. In addition to 
these situations, it is thought that it can be hosted many public events 
such as open-air cinema, which will be held for local people. And of 
course, it is also intended to be used as a camping area in cases where 
the lodging capacity is full.

La Poste The Barn The Garden

Private

Private

Private

Private

Public

Semi-Public

      Ground Level

     

Public
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As how it is mentioned in the previous page, other most important 
architectural element of the project is the garden where is located just 
behind the barn. The garden in a broader sense, and as it is explained 
in its definition, is commonly considered to be a cultivated piece of 
land with some flowers and vegetables surrounded by a fence or wall 
but is also used as a metaphor for the soul. A garden is actual and lit-
eral. It makes its own meaning. In literature, gardens represent spaces 
of great potential which can promote healing and learning, attempt 
to tie beauty and harmony. The garden where you can access through 
the north-west direction of the barn, is enclosed, and surrounded by 
stone masonry fence and some other building. As like in the history of 
gardening “Hortus Conclusus” literally means “Enclosed Garden”. It 
is often referred to as the archetypical figure of the garden as human-
ized nature with their inner beauty and perfect divine order, an outdoor 
space sheltered or protected from the inhospitable world outside. 
Regarding these informations, the garden is considered as an element 
in the project that reflects divinity, and serves place for the series of 
events. 

A place for performing, a place for healing, a place for learning, a place 
for gathering, and maybe sometimes even a place for sheltering ....

De Sphaera 1450s Manuscript (Ms. lat. 209), 245 x 164 mm Biblioteca Estense, Modena
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The north-east facade of La Poste

The project welcomes numerous cultural activities along the year, in addition to social projects and 
artistic residencies. It gives the attention to the cultural and social inclusion with its program; and 
materiality and immateriality, contemporary issues through the commitment of making known the 
need and the importance of preserving, valuing the history and memory with its architecture.

As a former function of the building, La Poste owned the office part of the building in 1929. Before, 
it owned by the town hall, and it used to be a place works with the 12th century church and public 
plaza in front of it for the people where they do public events, gatherings, marriage celebrations, 
and share their most important moments together.

Principle Objectives
Residency offers physical and conceptual space that participates in international exchanges, cultural 
festivals, community art and education programs, and publications; establishes solid and organ-
ic collaborative relations with artists and arts organizations of different generations; encourages 
experimentation in artistic mediums, curation, research and criticism; cultivates a great diversity 
of contemporary art practices, and continuously re-examines the position of alternative art spaces 
in the local art ecology, with the aim of filling in the gap between public and artists, so constructs a 
site for critical thinking and dialogue, through organizing public talks and seminars.

Residency Program
The program endeavors to promote cross-cultural exchanges by lifting barriers and provides a plat-
form that stimulate new ideas and possibilities. It welcomes artists, curators, directors, researchers, 
and creative workers from all around the world for short or long stay for a specific project based 
on the yearly schedule of the event program. It has also full of opportunities for certain artists and 
visionaries, who adapt to their precarious status and dare to embark on adventures. The methods 
are incremental and diverse: sometimes the squat can awake, auto-construction can facilitate, and 
architectural permanence can prefigure. All of them subscribe to and cultivate a mixture of genres, 
activities, and groups.

ARTISTS-IN RESIDENCE
5.1. THE PROJECT
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Crafted stones, clashing patterns, wrecked tiles, worn wood pieces, 
antiquated windows, and shutters et cetera. Traces talk about the im-
portance and the wealth of the concept of memory; to be open various 
possibilities, potentialities, and poetics to move between past, present, 
and future. Then, the narrative starts when the lines of traces start to 
find themselves in clash of events through certain dimension of time. 
The existing is the product of complex action, like a developing body, 
like an organism in metamorphosis through time (Marone, 2004). 
From this depth dimension of time into spatial dimension, discovering 
the ruinous state of the existing lines and concepts make the architec-
ture forward and participant, with its unfinished character to its future 
meaning, new reality, and the theme of architectural restoration. As 
also, the author Italo Calvino depicts the obvious aging of materials, 
the scratches, the decoloring of the matter. Some of them disappear 
over time, while the rest create the textured character of the building. 
Sometimes it is easy to interpret this existing texture, even if it is easy 
to see the event itself, and sometimes we can perceive the state in 
which it is reflected only in our perception hidden in certain elements 
and details like walls, windows, doors, and door handles et cetera. In 
the book The Eyes of the Skin, Juhani Pallasmaa (1996) mentions 
that: “Buildings of this technological era usually deliberately aim at 
ageless perfection, and they do not incorporate the dimension of time. 
This fear of the traces of wear and age is related to our fear of death.” 
In many historic building restorations, a sharp contrast is emphasized 
between old and new: a visual trope that has come to express a certain 
idea of historical rupture or discontinuity between past and present. 
Never mind that most historic buildings are, themselves, product of 
multiple interventions and adaptations throughout the ages. For some 
reason, historical changes are never considered “falsifications” whereas 
contemporary ones are – which is why the latter must always be 
“distinguishable”.

“Visiting and interpreting the traces of our past and present, invariably with 
fresh eyes, to discover hitherto hidden potentialities for the future, as one re-
covers coral from the bottom of the ocean or extracts pearls out of ordinary 
looking mollusks.” 

A. Pérez-Gomez *

Dimension
Space
Connection

Substance 
Materials 
Craftsmanship

Light
Reflection
Identity

Darkness
Depth
Atmosphere 

Coupling them again, I have found to make or re-create:
  Connection in between spaces
  Lending voice to artistic craftsmanship
  Preserving and exposing the traces and materials that witnessed the 
passage of time 
  Reflecting the identity of 18th century architecture

And to dream: 
  Imagined the depth of atmosphere and poetry in architecture’s 
historical scenography with the new Artists-in Residence program
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“The greatest glory of a building is not in its stones, not in its gold. Its glory is its age, and in that deep 
sense of voicefulness, of mysterious sympathy… which we feel in walls that have long been washed by the 
passing waves of humanity.”

John Ruskin

The interventions carried out with understanding the spirit, the vision 
of its architectural heritage, intends to preserve the memory of old, 
keep the authenticity of the materials and the existing inventories, 
integrate the building into the local history again with its new future 
both for La Poste and the barn. As the walls, the parquets, the stones, 
and the signs from post office’s and barn’s history are still loaded with 
history and emotions that the project should incorporate. 

The approach is based on a non-intrusive and minimal intervention 
strategy, allowing functional interventions, and leaving the traces as 
possible. Thus, the stone masonry exterior walls are kept as original 
in La Poste with their artistic craftsmanship, there should be some 
interventions needed for the barn to get the day light in, increase the 
visual contact with its surrounding and enlarge the interior space with 
view of garden by using some translucent and light materials. When 
we move towards the interior space, re-thinking about connection, 
communication and circulation cause us to intervene for the demoli-
tion of some partitions. Recovering the existing oak parquet flooring 
and staircases that are pine in their good conditions but needed to do 
some interventions on the basement floor in La Poste, and in the barn 
that has floor covered with beaten and sanded earth. Lastly, keeping 
and recovering the original doors and windows, and re-furnishing their 
finishing according to the reglement of “Petite Cité De Caractére”. 

ARCHITECTURAL INTERVENTIONS
5.2. THE STRATEGY
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2.5m
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LÉGENDE

Scale  1/100

Former Function of The Building

 [45°17'44.64"N -  2°35'9.40"E] 15400 MENET / FR
ARTISTS-IN RESIDENCE

Caisse Nationale D’epargne
LA POSTE

SECTION B SECTION A SECTION C

EXISTING MATERIALITY

Existing Material Diversity of La Poste Scale  1/100Scale  1/100

LÉGENDELÉGENDE

Section B Section A Section C
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When we extend the keywords;

Understand & Preserve
In-depth studying of the character and understanding about different 
occupations

Respect & Exposed
Respecting the glimpse of the traces of the history through walls and 
floors; the traces and plaster remains exposed. New treatment is to be 
applied to make the traces protected in the new architecture. 

Transform
Reflecting the need of the program into space

Re-use & Adapt
Taking the old and make it participant in the new architecture in the 
new process (especially for displaced architectural elements and some 
leftover furniture to be re-used)

PRESERVATION

RESTORATION

TRANSFORMATION
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5.3. THE DESIGN

LA POSTE

Plan Organization & Details
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Former Function of The Building

BASEMENT PLAN

Demolition

Demolition

Function Lay-Out Diagram
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Scale 1/250
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Scale  1/100

B

C

B

AA

C

Entrée

Entrée

ca5

e2

ca0

ca3

ca1

ca2

e1

Resideny Cinema

Residency Game 

Technical 
Room

Lodge

Douches/ Toilettes

Entreé Hall

Entreé Hall
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CA1 - Cave Bathroom Proposal Collage
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As Found
Scale 1/250
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Existing Situation Unfolded Elevation for CA1 - Cave Bathroom*

Existing 

*See panels for scaled drawing details*See panels for scaled drawing details



1

As Found
Scale 1/250
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New Design Situation Unfolded Elevation for CA1 - Cave Bathroom*

Existing 

Demolition

New Design 

*See panels for scaled drawing details*See panels for scaled drawing details
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Existing Situation for CA1 Bathroom Scale  1/25Scale  1/25

2.5 m2.5 m

1 m1 m



2

3 4

5

Earth
Lean Concrete

Drainage
Back Fill

Igloo, 400 mm
Concrete Screed, 100mm 
Sheath
Isolation, 80 mm
Floor Heating Panel, 30 mm
Concrete Look Stoneware Floor Tiles, 15 mm 

Asphalt Surface
Asphalt Binder
Aggregate Base Course

259258

New Design Section for CA1 Bathroom Scale  1/25Scale  1/25

2.5 m2.5 m

1 m1 m
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CAVE BATHROOM 
CA1 - NEW DESIGN INTERVENTIONS

Technique of New Interventions

During the intervention to convert this space to a bathroom, inter-
ventions on the walls are avoided as much as possible to minimize 
the damage to the pattern and continuity of the walls, as part of the 
general renovation strategy of the project. The pipes installed for the 
sanitary system are mounted to the wooden beams on the ceiling and 
only mounted to the walls on a few locations to ensure the stability and 
rigidity of the system.

Materiality

Polished corten steel is chosen for the material of the furniture and 
fixtures installed in this space. The natural grey look of this material 
accompanies the natural stone walls and the concrete floor with its 
industrial language. This material is treated with rust resistant coat-
ing (penetrol coating for the base coat, sprayed polyurethane coating 
as finish) to protect its look. The choice of the polished concrete is 
also addressing the material composition of the space. Its stone-based 
nature allows for a seamless perception of the material with the walls. 
But its polished finish highlights its modern language.

Local Stone Touch
The only piece with a different material in this space is the sink in the 
middle of the space. It is produced by local natural stones and intended 
to be the center piece of the space, standing on a polished corten steel

base. The taps are supported by the beams on the ceiling above the 
sink which allows for the sink stay free from the pipes.

Proposed Floor System
The new function of the space required a different flooring to handle 
with the drainage. Therefore, the existing dirt floor is excavated to 
make space for the instalment of the floating floor system which allows 
for space for drainage. It is then finished with a polished concrete layer 
which is waterproof and allows for the sloping.

Lighting System 
As CA1 is located on the -1 floor of the building, finding solutions to 
the light problem was the important factor in the selection of the light-
ing system and some objects used in the space as well as the choice of 
reflective surfaced materials. Providing the light distribution is aimed 
with 2 full-length mirror units placed in the plan and flourescent light-
ing units suspended straight positioned all around the bathroom from 
electrical pipe that runs the entire bathroom.
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Corten Steel Pivot Door 
Partial Plan*

Pivot Door Section
Joist Connection Detail Drawing*

1

Wooden Beam, 20 x 20 cm
Wooden Deck, 30 mm
Mortar, 20 mm 
Concrete Floor, 30 mm

Wooden Beam, 20 x 20 cm
Wooden Deck, 30 mm
Mortar, 20 mm 
Concrete Floor, 30 mm
 

Pivot Pin, 20 mm
Pivot Top Frame Plate, 40 x 30 mm
Square Steel Hollow (SHS), 20 x 20 x 2 mm 
Corten Steel Framing, 20 mm 

Cold Water 
 
Hot Water 
 
Electricial Installation

2

Corten Steel Plate, 4 mm
Square Steel Hollow (SHS), 20 x 20 x 2 mm

Axonometric section that shows the structural composition of the 
panels and pivoting system of the toilette doors

Non of the frame touches the wall it hangs onto. Indeed, they are 
positioned in a way that leaves 30 mm from the wall

Corten Steel Pivot Door
Axonometric Section View

Copper Water Pipes
Connection Detail*

5

Pipe Clips 
Galvanized Pipe System 
(30 mm diameter clipped 
with bolts)

Igloo, 400 mm
Concrete Screed, 100mm 

Sheath
Isolation, 80 mm

Floor Heating Panel, 30 mm
Concrete Look Stoneware Floor Tiles, 

Door Frame 
Pivot Pin, 20 mm
Floor Plate, 5 mm

3

Corten Partition Floor Connection
Detail Drawing*

Pipe Clips 
Galvanized Pipe System 
(30 mm diameter clipped with bolts)

Proposed Drain Pipe Situation
Detail Drawing*

4

Igloo, 400 mm
Concrete Screed, 100mm 
Sheath
Isolation, 80 mm
Floor Heating Panel, 30 mm
Concrete Look Stoneware Floor Tiles, 15 mm 

Expansion Joint

Drainage System

*See panels for scaled drawing details*See panels for scaled drawing details
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3D Maquette Processing of CA1 and Detail Views of Pivot Door Unit
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Cave Bathroom
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Cave Bathroom
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Cave Bathroom Partial Axonometric View Scale  1/25Scale  1/25

Cold Water 
 
Hot Water 
 
Electricial Installation

Concrete Look Stoneware Floor Tiles, 15 mm
Floor Heating Panel, 30 mm

Isolation, 80 mm
Sheath

Concrete Screed, 100mm 

 
Igloo, 400 mm

Lean Concrete

Earth
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B
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Entrée

Former Function of The Building

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

Demolition
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Addition

ch1 - ch3

cu1

cu2
b2 b3

ch4

ch2
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5m

1m

LÉGENDE

Scale  1/100

Function Lay-Out Diagram

Scale 1/250

Meeting Room
Open 
Kitchen

Bathroom

Co-Living AreaBar 

Co-Working Area

Entreé Hall
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CH1 & CH3 - Co-Working Area Proposal Collage
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CH2 - Co-Living Area Proposal Collage
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Open Kitchen & Bar Connection Proposal Collage
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Existing 

Demolition

Existing Situation Unfolded Elevation for CH1 - CH3* *See panels for scaled drawing details*See panels for scaled drawing details



1

32

4

A

285284

Existing 

New Design 

*See panels for scaled drawing details*See panels for scaled drawing detailsNew Design Situation Unfolded Elevation for CH1 - CH3*
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Existing Section C for CH1 - CH3 Scale  1/25Scale  1/25

2.5 m2.5 m

1 m1 m
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New Design Section C for CA1 Bathroom Scale  1/25Scale  1/25

2.5 m2.5 m

1 m1 m
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Scale  1/25Scale  1/25

2.5 m2.5 m

1 m1 m
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CO-SPACES & BAR
CH1 - CH3 - NEW DESIGN INTERVENTIONS

Demolition Process of Partition Walls
Detail A - Detail 2 - Detail 3

The process will start by removing the fitting and finishing materials 
from the walls. After demolising the partitions with gledgehammer 
and chisel, the new interventions will be carried out. Removed walls 
will leave their scar on the surfaces they touch. These scars will be left 
exposed in order to make the materials visible. The scars on the floors 
require a layer of protection to provide a smooth and safe movement 
surface. This protection is achieved by a resin application. Resin pro-
vides a safe and smooth surface once it is dry, it is transparent to keep 
the layers of materials visible and it protects the exposed structural 
parts.

Same approach will be used in removing a load bearing wall as in the 
case of opening the passage between living area and kitchen. Large, 
exposed surface on the floor will be covered and protected with resin. 
Large exposed surfaces on the insides of the opening will be left open 
for the exposure of the materials and structural techniques.

*See panels for scaled drawing details*See panels for scaled drawing details

A

Existing Ceiling Detail 
of Ceiling Situation*

New Treatment Detail 
of Ceiling Situation*

Mortar, 15 mm
Wooden Deck, 30 mm
Wooden Beam, 20 x 20 cm
Wooden Deck, 30 mm
Concrete Finish, 20 mm
Wooden Parquet Finish, 10 mm

Mortar, 20 mm
Wooden Deck, 30 mm
Wooden Beam, 20 x 20 cm
Wooden Deck, 30 mm
Concrete Finish, 15 mm
Wooden Parquet Finish, 10 mm
 
Partition Wall, 100 mm 
     Brick Masonary, 60 mm 
     Concrete Finish, 20 mm

3

2

Scar of demolition on the ceiling will be exposed 
as it is after the demolition process as it seen on 
the layers

Resin coat application to the scars on the 
concrete floor after demolition process with 
following layers 

Scar of Demolition Rough Morter Layer

Ceiling Plan Detail* 

Top Coat, 10 mm
Resin Coat, 10 mm 

Damp Membrane, 10 mm

Concrete Floor

Scar of Demolition,  30 mm

Resin Application 
to The Scar, 30 mm

Floor Plan Detail * 
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*See panels for scaled drawing details*See panels for scaled drawing details

Wooden Parquet Finish, 15 mm
Mortar, 20 mm
Wooden Deck, 30 mm
Wooden Beam, 20 x 20 cm
Wooden Deck, 30 mm
Concrete Finish, 10 mm

Wooden Parquet Finish, 15 mm
Mortar, 20 mm
Wooden Deck, 30 mm
Wooden Beam, 20 x 20 cm
Wooden Deck, 30 mm
Concrete Finish, 10 mm

Concrete Finish, 15 mm
Wooden Deck, 30 mm
Wooden Beam, 20 x 20 cm
Wooden Deck, 30 mm
Concrete Finish, 30 mm

Concrete Finish, 15 mm
Wooden Deck, 30 mm
Wooden Beam, 20 x 20 cm
Wooden Deck, 30 mm
Concrete Finish, 30 mm

Existing Partititon Wall Situation* New Intervention of  The Partition Wall*

3 3

A - 2 A - 2
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Supporting of The Wall Section After Removal of 
The Load Bearing Wall
Detail 4

After removing the stones with sledgehamme and chisel in a very 
rough way, the steel beams are added to the top of the removed load 
bearing wall section to support the loads. A mortar layer is applied on 
the exposed wall surface above the steel beams to ensure the seamless 
connection. Steel members link them together iwith bolts in order to 
increase the support The material of the steel members is Corten. The 
steel members are left expose as the part of the strategy of exposing the 
materials and structures.

4

M10 Steel Bolts
M16 Steel Bolts 
(link in between two corten beams) 

Masonary Stone Wall, 50 cm
Mortar Layer (between masonary wall and steel plate)
IPE 180 Corten Steel Beam
Steel Plate, 7 mm
Mortar Layer (between masonary wall and steel plate)
Masonary Stone Wall, 50 cm

Corten Beam Detail 

5

*See panels for scaled drawing details*See panels for scaled drawing details

New Openning Design Section*
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3D Maquette Processing for CH1-CH3 Scale  1/25Scale  1/25
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CH1 - CH3 New Design Maquette Views 
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CH1 - CH3 New Opening Design View from Bar Counter
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CH1 - CH3 Treatment of Demolished Walls 
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CH1 - CH3 New Open Kitchen Design Connected to the Co-Space Through Stone Opening
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Artist Lodging Type Proposal Collage
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Collage of Existing Bathroom from First Floor
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Artist Dormitory Proposal Collage
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Attic Bathroom Proposal Collage
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Plan-Use Organization 

THE BARN & THE GARDEN
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Former Function of The Building

BASEMENT PLAN

[45°17’44.66”N -  2°35’8.74”E] 15400 MENET / FR
ARTISTS-IN RESIDENCE

La Cave Aux Fromages
THE BARN & THE GARDEN

2.5m
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LÉGENDE

Scale  1/200

b2 - Classroom/Workshop Area
b3 - Recording Studio
b4 - Storage

g1 - Performance Area
g2 - Multi-Purpose Area
g3 - Open-Air Cinema  

Entrée

b2

g1 g2 g3

b4

b3

B

B

A

A
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Former Function of The Building

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

[45°17’44.66”N -  2°35’8.74”E] 15400 MENET / FR
ARTISTS-IN RESIDENCE

La Cave Aux Fromages
THE BARN & THE GARDEN

2.5m
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1m

LÉGENDE

Scale  1/200

Entrée

B

B

A

A

b1 - Rehearsal Area

g1 - Performance Area
g2 - Multi-Purpose Area
g3 - Open-Air Cinema  

b1 g1 g2 g3
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g1b2

b1

g2 g3

Former Function of The Building

SECTION A
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b1 - Rehearsal Area
b2 - Classroom/Workshop Area

g1 - Performance Area
g2 - Multi-Purpose Area
g3 - Open-Air Cinema  
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Former Function of The Building

SECTION B
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La Cave Aux Fromages
THE BARN & THE GARDEN
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Scale  1/200

b1

b2 b3

b1 - Rehearsal Area
b2 - Classroom/Workshop Area
b3 - Recording Studio
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B1 - Rehearsal Room Proposal Collage
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G3 - Open Air Cinema Proposal Collage
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Garden Proposal Collage
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ARTISTS-IN RESIDENCE
Logistic Informations

Number of Lodgings:                  
Maximum Number of Guests:

Lodge Types:

Co-Working Area: 
Co-Living Area: 

 

Rehearsal Area:
Workshop Area/Classroom:
Recording Studio:

Activity Area:

Public Areas:
Semi-Public Areas:
Private Areas:

Total Project Area:

La Poste

The Barn

The Garden

6
20+

1 guest lodge
2 guests lodge
10 guests dormitory 

30 sqm
30 sqm

90 sqm
60 sqm
28 sqm

220 sqm

325 sqm
75 sqm
440 sqm

840 sqm
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p292 - p293
Artist Lodging Type Proposal Collage
Frédéric Bazille - The Atelier
Daniela Astone (2006) - My Bedroom 

p300 - p301
Collage of Existing Bathroom from First Floor
Diane DiMaria - Old Bathtub 
Jean Léon Gérôme (1870) - Moorish Bath

p298 - p299
Artist Dormitory Proposal Collage
Carl Vilhelm Holsøe (19th Century) – Interiors
Adolph Menzel (1845) - Balcony Room
Anne Herrero (2014) – Empty Bed
Carl Vilhelm Holsøe (19th Century) – Salon Interior with a Woman

p300 - p301
Attic Bathroom Proposal Collage
Danhui Nai - Victorian Bath
Ramon Casas (1890) - Una Casa Desordenada
Anne Herrero (2014) – Empty Bed

p314 - p315
B1 - Rehearsal Room Proposal Collage
Florent Joseph Marie Willems (1852) -  Painter at his easel shows his work to a girl
Ottokar Walter (1889 – 1889) – At The Circus
Jean-Pierre Dalbéra (1655 – 1740) - Portrait de Marin Marais
Unknown (1800) -  Royal Dance in the Garden

p316 - p317
G3 - Open Air Cinema Proposal Collage
Eugène Giraud (1866) - Le bal de l’Opéra 

p318 - p319
Garden Proposal Collage
Robert Watson (1914) - Sheep Resting
Nicolas Poussin (1650-1651) - Landscape with a Calm
Abraham Pietersz (1642–1722) - A Cavalier with a Grey Horse
Philips Wouwerman (1646) - Cavalier Holding a Dappled Grey Horse
Nicolas Lancret (1937) – La Camargo Dancing
Peder Severin Krøyer (1883) - Roses or The Artists Wife in the Garden
Alfred Jacob Miller (1850) - Our Camp
Duncan Grant and Vanessa Bell (1913) - Tents
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L’invitation au Voyage

My child, my sister, dream
How sweet all things would seem
Were we in that kind land to live together,
And there love slow and long,
There love and die among
Those scenes that image you, that sumptuous weather.
Drowned suns that glimmer there
Through cloud-disheveled air
Move me with such a mystery as appears
Within those other skies
Of your treacherous eyes
When I behold them shining through their tears.

There, there is nothing else but grace and measure,
Richness, quietness, and pleasure.

Furniture that wears
The luster of the years
Softly would glow within our glowing chamber,
Flowers of rarest bloom
Proffering their perfume
Mixed with the vague fragrances of amber;
Gold ceilings would there be,
Mirrors deep as the sea,
The walls all in an Eastern splendor hung 
Nothing but should address
The soul’s loneliness,
Speaking her sweet and secret native tongue.

There, there is nothing else but grace and measure,
Richness, quietness, and pleasure.

See, sheltered from the swells
There in the still canals
Those drowsy ships that dream of sailing forth;
It is to satisfy
Your least desire, they ply
Hither through all the waters of the earth.
The sun at close of day
Clothes the fields of hay,
Then the canals, at last the town entire
In hyacinth and gold:
Slowly the land is rolled
Sleepward under a sea of gentle fire.

There, there is nothing else but grace and measure,
Richness, quietness, and pleasure.

 Charles Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du mal (1857)
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ARTISTS-IN RESIDENCE
A treshold between what is there and what has passed


